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Abstract 

A Physical Internet of hubs (‘PI-hubs’) is a network of logistics terminals that allow shipments to flow through, similar to the 
flow of Internet data packets.  PI-hub networks are a recent proposal and their properties have not been studied in detail. In this 
paper we model PI-hub networks using the theory of queuing networks, particularly, Jackson queuing networks. Under certain 
assumptions, PI-hub networks behave like Jackson queuing networks, and thus analytical methods can be used to calculate 
important properties such as throughputs, processing times, traffic size etc. In this paper we analyse the performance 
characteristics (throughput, queue size) for each PI-hub and for the whole PI-hub network. 
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1. Introduction 

Intermodal transport is the combination of at least two modes of transport in a single transport chain, with the 
goods remaining in the same container throughout the whole journey, with most of the route travelled by rail, inland 
waterway or ocean-going vessels, and with only the shortest possible initial and final journeys by road [1]. 
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The Physical Internet (PI or π), is defined as an open global logistics system founded on physical, digital and 
operational interconnectivity through encapsulation, interfaces and protocols [2]. The Physical Internet encapsulates 
physical objects in physical packets π-gateways enable efficient and controlled entry of π-containers into the 
Physical Internet as well as their exit from the Physical Internet [2] . 

 Although, the concepts and promises of PI are attractive, little empirical validation exists, apart from isolated 
small case studies and simulations [4]. Formal, analytical models of π-hub networks are also required that enable 
their mathematical analysis. This paper provides such formalization of π-hub networks that is based on the theory of 
queuing networks. This allows properties of π-hub networks to be modelled and analysed. In turn, this can provide 
the underpinnings for the design of efficient π-hub networks. 

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces elements of the theory of queuing networks and its 
application to PI-hub networks. In particular, it is concerned with a type of queueing network known as Jackson 
network. It formalizes the PI-hub as a Jackson network and defines its key properties. Section 3 presents  a 
simulation model and results for a representative PI-hub network. Its aim is to understand the behavior of the PI-hub 
network and to confirm whether it behaves like a Jackson queuing network or not. Finally, the last section discusses 
the significance and limitations of this research and proposes extensions and new related research areas towards 
understanding PI-type networks.  

 
 

2. Queuing Networks 

 
A queuing network is a network of nodes in which each node is a service centre with storage for queues and one 

or more servers that process service requests [3].  

 
 

Fig. 1. A two-node queuing network. 

Figure 1 shows a two-node queuing network. Service requests arrive at the first node at a rate of λ requests per 
second. Assuming that the first node has a service rate μ0, service requests enter the second node at the same rate 
(assuming transmission time to be included in the service rate). Any number of service centres can be joined 
together, to form complex feedforward networks, i.e. networks where feedback paths are not allowed. According to 
Burke’s theorem, each node can be analysed in isolation, with their joint distribution being the product of individual 
distributions.   
It appears therefore that feedforward queuing networks can provide a suitable modelling concept for representing PI 
networks where the servers/nodes correspond to logistics hubs.  Each hub node receives as input PI-logistics loads, 
usually carried in containers suitable for PI networks, called π-containers, but also other types of units that we 
collectively refer to in this paper as π-packets. After processing a π-packet, a π -hub forwards it to one of the other 
hubs it is connected to, in a feed-forward fashion. Eventually, every π-packet, will reach a hub that acts as π-
gateway and will be routed outside the PI, towards its final destination. 
The study of π-hub networks as feed-forward queuing networks can therefore be potentially a useful tool that will 
allow us to analyse the properties of networks of π -hubs. For that however, certain assumptions about the 
characteristics of the π -hub networks must be made, as explained below. 
 
2.1 PI hub network as a Jackson network 
 
Jackson’s Theorem states that for a Jackson Network in steady state with arrival rate λi to node i, the number of 
customers at any node is independent of the number of customers at every other node. Node i therefore, behaves as 
if it was subjected to Poisson arrival rates λi. This important property allow us to analyse each π -hub in isolation 
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from the others, and then combine the results of the analysis in order to understand the characteristics of the entire 
network. We propose therefore the following formalisation of π -hub networks: 
A π -hub network is a network of at least 2 π -hubs, of which at least one has also the role of the π-gateway. 
The network is open, i.e. there is at least one node where packets arrive and one where they depart (i.e. at least one 
π-gateway type node). At equilibrium, total number of packets arriving at the network is equal to the number of 
packets leaving. 
  Each hub i is connected with inflows to Cin(i) > 0 other hubs, and with outflows to Cout(i)≥ 0 hubs. Hubs do not 
connect to themselves, i.e. i ɇ Cin(i) , and i ɇ Cout(i).  A π-packet entering hub i has probability, according to some 
probability distribution Pr(), to eventually be transmitted from  i to one (and only one) hub in Cout(i). The incoming 
flow rate λi is the sum of the rates of all incoming flows. 
External arrivals to a  π-gateway node i  are assumed to follow a Poisson distribution with rate γi . Although, the rate 
of arrivals of π-packets to each hub, in general, is not Poisson, under the Jackson’s theorem assumption we can 
assume it to follow a Poisson distribution.  The throughput of a hub, Lout is the rate that π-packets leave the hub. The 
utilisation of a hub is the ratio Lin /Lout < 1. 
Total arrivals to hub i, λi, is the sum of π-packet arrivals from other nodes. The total arrival rate is the sum of 
external arrivals (which is zero unless the hub is a π-gateway) and the internal flows, i.e. 

λi= γi +  

Assuming all π -hubs to be Markovian nodes, M/M/1 [3], we define the following performance measures for a π -
hub i: 

Table 1. Performance measures for π -hubs 

Performance (service rate) μi 
Utilisation factor: λi/ μi  < 1 

 
Mean number of π-packets in i Li=  

Total mean number of π-packets  in the PI-hub 

 
  
Mean time π-packets spend in the network 
(Where γ is the total average arrival rate of π-packets)  
 

W=L/γ 
 

Hub throughput 
(the rate at which π-packets leave the hub) 
μi(k) is the load dependent service rate. 

 
  

 

3.  Simulations 

3.1 The simulated network 

 

Fig. 2. Sample π -hub network used in the simulation. 

A sample π -hub network was used in simulations, for the purpose of testing the hypothesis that such networks are 
Jackson-like under certain assumptions. The sample network was designed to follow the typical structure of a 
transportation chain, where π -packets arrive and depart from nodes such as seaports (hubs 1 and 6 in Figure 2) and 
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follow routes through a number of intermediate nodes (hubs 2-5).  Hubs 2-5 are connected to exactly 3 other hubs, 
while Hubs 1 and 6 that act as π-gateways have 2 incoming/outgoing connections each. Each connection between 
two hubs is bi-directional (shown as two distinct arrows in Figure 2). Connections represent available transportation 
links between two hubs, e.g. road, rail, etc. 
 We assume that π-packets leaving a node are routed to each of the connected nodes with equal probability, thus for 
example a π-packet leaving Hub2 has 1/3 probability of being routed to hubs 1, 3 and 5 respectively. 
In a real π network, π-packets won’t be allowed to circulate indefinitely along the PI-hubs, as special routing 
algorithms will be set in place to disallow the formation of loops. This however was not implemented in the 
simulation, as its purpose was not to represent a realistic simulation of routing behaviours in PI, but to gain an 
understanding on the properties of flows, throughputs, queues etc in π-hub networks. Thus, implicitly it is assumed 
that a π-packet is visiting a node at most once. 
To simplify the implementation of the simulation program, and because timing was not one of the simulation 
considerations, transit time between two connected nodes was assumed to be constant and equal for all hub links in 
the network. 
Arrival times at π-gateway nodes were assumed to follow the Poisson distribution, and the arrival rate λ, was set to 
0.8 for the simulation results presented in this paper. 
The total time π-packages spent in a hub and on transit between hubs was fixed to 4 time units. 
 
3.2 Simulation Results 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. arrival and departure rates for π-packets in the π-Gateway Hub1. 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 arrival and departure rates for π-packets in the π-Gateway Hub6. 
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Several rounds of simulation were performed with varied simulation time and π-packet arrival rates. In the 
simulation results presented here, the total simulation time was 200 time units. This allows for the network to be in a 
steady state, and for several ‘generations’ of π-packet arrivals to complete their journey through the network, with an 
average journey path of around 4 ‘hops’, i.e. of 16 time units duration. Figures 3 and 4 show the π-packet arrival and 
departure rates at the two π-gateway hubs (hubs 1 and 6). Arrival times were set to follow a Poisson distribution, and 
departure rates were computed. Figures 3 and 4 show the departure rates to also follow a Poisson distribution, 
similar to that of the arrival rates.  The average entry and exit rates for hubs 1 and 6 were calculated at 0.8 which 
indicates that departure rates equal the arrival rates of π-packets, i.e. there is no accumulation of π-packets in the 
network.  This validates the π -hub network property that π-packets do not stay indefinitely in the network. 

 

Fig. 5. Number of π-packets in hubs 1-6 over time. 

 
Another important property of the π -hubs that was computed in the simulations, was the size of the hubs queues, 
measured by the average number of packages in each hub at any time. The calculations are shown in Table 2 below. 
They indicate that have queues of roughly equal sizes that are stable and range within +/- 7% of an average 7.255 
packets at each time period. Such uniformity in queue size can be explained by the topology of the π-hub network, 
where all nodes have identical or very similar numbers of incoming connections and packet arrival rates.  These 
results need however to be confirmed and revalidated for different π -hub network topologies as explained in the 
following section. 

Table 2. Average number of π-packets in each hub at any time. 

Hub1 Hub2 Hub3 Hub4 Hub5 Hub6 
7.455   6.78 6.785 7.475 7.41 7.625 
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4. Discussion and Conclusions 

The proponents of Physical Internet (PI) have called for further research, innovation, and development to really 
shape and assess it through initiatives and projects [4]. This paper has responded to this call, by formalizing 
properties of π-hub networks that will eventually form the backbone of PI. Such formalization allows π-hub 
networks to be analysed, simulated and designed in an optimal manner. 

Research described in this paper represents the first step towards that direction.  More experimentations are 
required to discover whether the characteristics of π-hub networks are sensitive to the values of the parameters used 
in their modelling. In particular: 

• Experiments should be carried out with different processing and transit times and variances for the different 
hubs and links in the network, as in real life conditions the π-hubs and their links are not likely to be 
identical. 

• Also, detailed modeling of internal hub operations (i.e. relaxing the assumption made in this paper that 
there is only 1 type of service request processing and 1 server/processor), and assumption of the 
existence of multiple servers inside a hub. In fact, this corresponds to the general model of PI where 
hubs carry several types of operations on π-containers such as composing, sorting, storing, etc. [2]. 

• The impact of congestion on π -hub network links, and therefore on transit times needs also to be studied. 
• In our approach, queue capacities were assumed to be infinite, while real π -hubs will have temporal 

storage facilities for incoming π-packets of finite capacity. 
• Finally, different topologies, network sizes and degrees of connectivity (i.e. highly connected versus 

sparsely connected nodes) of π-hub networks must be studied.  
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